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Here at JWMHS, it has become an
annual tradition to produce what we
like to call, Wild Horses that
consists of a review on multiple
pieces that we thoroughly enjoyed
throughout the 2021-22 school year,
as well as some new submissions.
We had a vision for this magazine
and we could not be more proud in
witnessing it come to life. Whether
you contributed to the magazine or
are just spectating, we thank you for
supporting us.
While we learned so much this year
and are sad to see our talented
seniors go, us juniors cannot wait to
tackle the 2022-23 school year and
hopefully grow Equinox even more and
let our name be known!
Enjoy reading this version of Wild
Horses- Moments in Time:)
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After a long and insightful year,
the time has come to release the
annual Equinox magazine.
The first section of the magazine
dives into our personal favorite
pieces that were included in the
Equinox monthly literary magazines, also produced at JWMHS by
those in creative writing 3 and
lit in the media courses. Without
further ado, lets take a trip down
memory lane featuring well-liked
pieces from throughout the year,
by none other than our Equinox
staff. Enjoy!
- Equinox editors
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Empty Nest, Filled Again
Allison Lennox
The world is too unkind for you
And I, a simple passerby
Have kept you in my pocket, safe,
So that your song is soft as snow.

The bitter cold you bore alone.
I have too many lamps at home.
Perhaps you were my chance to try;
Though life’s unfair I thought aside
That I, a simple passerby
Could be the sun in winter’s night.
But now you’ve stopped your gentle song

My dearest friend, I do know why.
But I, a simple passerby:
A lonely, temperate lamp ally
Swear you will see the summer soon.
As time has flown and you have not,
The morning broke a brand-new dawn,
My pocket hotter than the breeze
Of which, I let you take with ease.
This passerby has said goodbye.
Now later on, as I peruse
Along my dreary path, nearby,
A chorus sings that simple song!
I see your nest, your kin so young;
My grandchild waves as they pass by.
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Ten of Swords
Madi Dobson
As I lay here,

Cancel it!

On the ground,

Drop my enrollment!

My eyes flow with tears

I quit!

As my heart pounds.

This is my moment!

From my back,

I remove the swords

Ten swords blossom

My blood flows.

Into the sky of black…

With them, I cut the
cords,

I’ve hit rock bottom.

And watch myself grow.
Zero to one,
I am finished.
Like the setting sun,
My soul is diminished.
The sacrifices I have made
Haunt me every day,
But the debts I have paid
Will clear the way.
The sacrifices I have made
Haunt me every day,
But the debts I have paid
Will clear the way.
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Amoeba by Clairo Review
Emily Wise
Released this past
summer, Clairo’s new
album, ‘Sling’, brings
new sounds to the plate.
Her most popular song off
the
album, Amoeba,
rose to popularity due to
its catchy, bedroom pop
sound. It took me a while
to figure out what the
song is about because I
really was just paying
attention to the musical
aspect
rather than
lyrical
content
because the
uplifting, happy sound
took away from what she
was trying to say.
The lyrics are
surprisingly dark and
depressing, which is
completely different from
the instrumentals. “It’s
about prioritizing the
wrong things. I’d go on
tour and forget to call
my family or friends,
forget to eat, then come
back home and realize my
hair is falling out
because I’m not
taking care of
5
myself,” Clairo
said.

Basically, she’s letting
herself down and isn't
fulfilling her
expectations for the tour
and is not completing the
things that are most
important.
I feel like so many
people can relate to the
aspect of letting
yourself down and
prioritizing the wring
things. It’s easy to get
lost I things you are
doing and become blinded
to the things you need to
do. I absolutely love
this song and it’s so
interesting how she
described something ugly,
like the feeling of
letting yourself down and
losing yourself, with
beautiful music.
I got the privilege of
seeing her in concert
this past April, I cannot
express how amazing her
band is. The album is
even more beautiful in
person.
Photography by Emily Wise
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Fly Away, Little Magpie
Emily Harris
The way your little wings
Shimmer with hints of blue,
Picking up your little things,

Oh Magpie, what will you do?
Fly away, little Magpie
Until the leaves become small,
Find a tree in which to lie,
And pray that you won’t fall.
Fly away, little bird
Far into the open sky,
Where no hardships have occurred,
And the river won't run dry.
Take in the morning light
With its gaze upon the leaves,

Launch back into your flight,
And continue with the breeze.
Fly home, my little Magpie,
For your time is now due,
The sparkle back in your eye,
You’re far from being through.
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The Bumbles Bumble Again
Edward Enderle
The buzzing begins from a hole in the
ground, and emerges a bumblebee.
The bumblebee, she knows one thing, to
serve her fellow bees.
The early morning rises and with it a
bumblebee.
And the bumblebee will lower down to plow
the fields with ease.
All flowers need some love, the bumble
obliges happily.

Some love the bumble’s bristles, which
causes a blushing bumblebee.
Bumblebees bumble for all, and collect
their pollen thusly.
All bumblebees must bumble, and bumble to
be free.
With pollen in her pouches this bumble
bounces in the breeze.
This bumble heard by the river, many bumbles atop the trees.
She makes her way back home, a bumblebee’s
place to be.
With other bumblebees waiting, and many
bumbles to bee.
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Constellations
Catherine McWee
Diana remembered a time when she would sneak
away to watch the stars. Each night she
embarked on her silent quest to the roof
where she would lay quietly for hours
mapping the constellations.
Hercules
Perseus
Orion
She centered herself on the North star, the
one fixed point in her life. No matter how
the darkness tried to close in, it remained
stubbornly bright, stubbornly shining in the
same place each night, day after day, year
after year.
She found that point now, slightly higher
than normal. She tilted her head back and it
came into focus.
Sagittarius

Cancer
Gemini
She recited them now, her eyes tracing the
same pattern from her youth. It had always
been her escape, escape from a world where
everything seemed to be against her, where
she was beaten down for her femininity.
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Her mother always said the freckles on her
face reminded her of the stars. She taught
Diana to read the night sky like an open
book, to look between the space separating
the stars and see the lines that connected
everything. Solitary dots turned into a
symphony of colors the longer she looked.
Red
Blue
Yellow
White
Her mother said each had meaning, though now
she could not remember.
She found the lines that connected the stars
again, reciting the constellations again and
again, her lips moving just barely, a
whisper in the night.
Ursa Major
Minor
Ares

A breeze blew through the clearing and she
closed her eyes. The grass around her
swayed, tickling her bare arms and legs,
lifting the smell of wildflowers and
bonfires. She relished in the coolness of
the night, of the calm breeze as it caressed
her face and sang its lovely song.
“Diana Grey, you stand before us to answer
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for the crimes you have committed against
the people of this town on the 17th of October. You have been accused of practicing
witchcraft and you shall answer for your
crimes by burning at the stake, may you return to the hands of the Devil, if he shall
have you.” An old male voice rang out into
the night.
But Diana wasn’t there. She was not bound to
the corpse of a large tree, arms bound
tightly behind her, ropes biting into her
arms and legs, there was no one piling wood
under her feet. There was only the sky, so
blue it turned black, so full of stars there
was almost no need for the sun, a breeze so
calming she could fall asleep to its lullaby, and grass so soft she had no need for a
bed.
She recited the constellations again and
again:
Scorpius
Hydra
Draco
Her eyelids erupted in reds and oranges and
yellows, the same colors she had admired in
the stars, the same colors her mother had
taught her to see.
She opened her eyes and faced the crowd, her
face calm and serene. A flash of white
caught her attention as it streaked through
the crowd. A dark hood was pulled over it as
the figure fled into the woods and Diana
sighed in relief.
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She would be safe, that was all that mattered.
She met the eyes of the old man, the one who
had become judge, jury, and executioner in
her trial. His eyes glittered black in the
fire light, smoldering with vengeance as
they had when he burned her mother too many
years ago. It was a shame he hadn’t caught
her sooner, a shame she wouldn’t be around
longer to watch his body fall apart as the
curse she had placed on him worked through
his body.
She didn’t cry as the flames licked at her
skin, as it caught in her clothes and rose
up her body. The wind had mercy on her,
blowing the smoke away from her face and
kept it from her lungs.

She kept her eyes locked in the old man as
she burned. Watched as the vengeance in his
burned eyes turned to fear.
Her clothes would burn, but her body would
not.
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The second section contains all of
the new submissions we got, some from
consistent writers and others from
new voices! With our title being
Moments in Time and the purpose of
this magazine being to look back on
our year, we went with the theme of
nostalgia. The designs you see in
this magazine however are geared
towards a more vintage aesthetic to
bring a more thematic element to the
table. Enjoy!
- Equinox Editors
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A Tale of Antithesis
Emily Harris
“In a war between water and fire, water
will extinguish every last flame.”
That’s what you told me one night as we
sat upon the wall, your cerulean sweater
looking ethereal in the moonlight. The stars
above us danced to an unknown waltz as time
passed in a dreamlike state.
The city was nothing but a collage of
neon lights below us. We swung our feet
simultaneously to an unknown rhythm, as if
the same music were blessing our ears. So
high in the sky that we felt like the only
two people in the world. So high in the sky
that nothing could touch us; not ever.
I looked upon your delicate features in
awe. The way your porcelain skin had shone
in the light, how your eyes were glazed with
tranquility; it amazed me.
I gazed back across the city,
reflecting upon my own shortcomings. My dull
orange sweater could never glow in the light
quite like yours, and my eyes could not
glitter with the same serenity.
Instead, my hair was unruly and forever
untamable, and my eyes were filled with
burning anger. Where it came from, I cannot
say. Looking back, I believe it had always been there, simmering, beneath the
surface.
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Apart, we were the exact definition of
antithesis. Your exterior was calm and
unmoving, like that of a moonlit pond. My
appearance moreover resembled that of a raging
wildfire.
I knew I could never even compare myself
to you. Your beauty, grace, and elegance are
unmatched. Yet here I am, comparing myself, a
mere mortal, to a goddess like you.
It was then that I realized. That you
were not a moonlit pond, and I was not a
raging wildfire. I realized that just beneath
your cool exterior, the same anger inside of
me rippled beneath your surface. I wondered
how long until that ripple became an
uncontrollable wave, destroying anything in
its path.
My second realization came soon after. I,
the mere mortal, was using a façade as well.
The anger I displayed so willingly, that of
which presented itself through my
undisciplined features, was nothing but a
method of keeping others at arm’s length. Not
unlike your serene exterior, I suppose.
And then you said it again:
“In a war between water and fire, water
will extinguish every last flame.”
But alas, you are the fire, and I am the
water.
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I Can Be Your Best Friend
David Nappi
I can be the happiest moment of your day,
The one thing that may keep you going.
I can check to make sure you’re okay,
The one thing that keeps your happiness
flowing.
I can make you sad,
Something to cry about in bed at night.
I can make you feel so bad,
That you question whether you are wrong or
right.
I can end a friendship,
I can drive a wedge between family.
I can cause you to be so desperate,
You can cause someone’s worst tragedy.
I am sadness,

I am happiness,
I am the jealousy that creates madness.
I can be your best friend,
Or your worst enemy.
But I will always be within your heart,
For all of eternity.
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By Niamh Kirkwood

What Remains
Allison Lennox
It is times like these, during the great
plague, when I truly cannot help myself from
pondering why it is that humans behave in
the way we do.
I am aware of the turn life has taken.
Everyone can see the sickness and darkness
in the full, blinding gaze of the sun. Art
shows us how we have felt, but the shining
laughter on the children’s faces as they run
around corpses decaying in the narrow street
shows us the resilience, in human nature, to
feel vulnerable.
In my case, my wife is my vulnerability.
I paint her visage with sweeping detail, and
intricate generalization. Over time, we have
together experienced life: through poverty,
wealth, joy, and loss, and I have loved her.
A simple measure of time can no longer encompass the full meaning of our bond.
Instead, my paintings have done so.
I treasure them as much as I love her
(despite my efforts, they cannot capture my
muse's true beauty), as each piece became a
moment in time, captured. Some, of grace and
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beauty. Others, of thunderous power and
strength. She holds my heart while I carry
the paintbrush, hastily trying to color in
the adoration I have for her.
This was years ago. Now, in the midst
of a worldwide crisis, the immortalization
of my true love has faded from my mind as
has the sight from my eyes. Sickness

befell us, devastating all we knew. What
is a painter without his sight? What is a
husband who can never see his wife again?
She is still beautiful. Life is, as
well- sounds ringing from left to right as
strikingly as Yellow Ochre over Prussian
Blue. It hurts every day that I cannot
love in the same way I always have.
It hurts every day that I cannot love
in the same way I always have. It hurts
every day to wonder if my sight is simply
the first of my worldly senses to go; I
wonder if the rats squeaking in the street
will soon climb over my body as carelessly
as the bell tolls at a church during mass.
My wife assures me that all is not gone,
and that love remains. Through all, love
will always remain.
Her words are a testament to the hope she
gives to anyone willing to listen long
enough.
Love remains. In the dark, in the doubt.
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Tale of a Frog
Edward Enderle
“Little lily pad hopper.”
“Ribbit”
“What doth thou seek in this trove?”
“Well I have heard tales of one small fellow,
With a croak greater than the mangroves.”
“Green defender of the swamp,
Am I right for thinking so?”
“Croooak”
With a great bellow the whole Earth trembled,
From a question answered by one green fellow.
“Oh mighty frog,
I beg your forgiveness!
Your message clears the murky waters,
And to that I am a witness!”
“Ribb-it”
With haste I rise back to my feet.
“Now I see the legend rings true!
Tale of a frog bigger than the moon!
Who was I to doubt one like you?”

Frog smile noises
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